For minimizing the quality changes of marine foodstuffs and finding out the economical operating conditions of the equipment in freezing processes, it is important to predict with fair accuracy on the temperature histories and the temperature distributions in marine foodstuffs. There are many analytical and numerical methods available for estimating transient heat conduc tion in a solid body which undergoes a phase change. But those solutions are limited only to geometrically regular shapes and to very special boundary conditions as reviewed by SAITO.1) Untill recently, finite difference method has been the most popular one for solving the dif ferential equations.
However 
subjected to boundary conditions on the boundary S: time steps, the computation comes to be unstable. The time step of 2.5 (min) yielded better ap proximation when the similar hexahedral elements were used in the computations. The favorable time step depends on the volumes of the hexahedrons and physical parameters such as thermal conductivity, specific heat and density. If we divide the element into smaller pieces, the favorable time steps might become still smaller.
Comparisons between FEM and Experimental Results
When three-dimensional FEM of our numerical scheme was applied to the freezing process of Kamaboko, the resulting division of Kamaboko into hexahedral elements are shown in Fig. 2 . Resulted elements had the similar volumes as those in Fig. 1 , hence the time step chosen was also 2.5 (min) as described for numerical solutions in Fig. 1 . Parameters and numerical treatment of the thermal properties with phase change have already been reported in our previous paper.8) However, water content (X) in the sample was determined to be 0.778 (w/w) with a infrared moisture meter, and solid content was calculated 
